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Discourse XVIII
    “Followers of the Way, your own present activities do not differ from those of

the patriarch-buddhas.    You just don’t believe this and keep on seeking outside.    Make no mis-
take!    Outside there is no dharma; inside, there is none to be obtained.    Better than grasp at the
words from my mouth, take it easy and do nothing.    Don’t continue thoughts that have already
arisen and don't let those that have not yet arisen be aroused.    Just this will be worth far more
to you than a ten years’ pilgrimage.

As I see it, there isn’t so much to do.    Just be ordinary-put on your robes, eat your food,
and pass the time doing nothing.    You who come here from every quarter all have the idea of
seeking Buddha, seeking Dharma, seeking emancipation, seeking to get out of the three realms.
Foolish fellows!    When you’ve left the three realms where would you go?

‘Buddha’ and ‘patriarch’ are only names of praise-bondage.    Do you want to know the
three realms?    They are not separate from the mind-ground of you who right now are listening
to my discourse.    Your single covetous thought is the realm of desire; your single angry thought
is the realm of form; your single delusive thought is the realm of formlessness.    These are the
furnishings within your own house.    The three realms do not of themselves proclaim: ‘We are
the three realms!’    But you, followers of the Way, right now vividly illumining all things and tak-
ing the measure of the world, you give the names to the three realms.”

Yesterday I spoke about the part of the text where he says, “Do not continue thoughts that
have already arisen, and do not let thoughts that have not yet arisen be aroused.”    In general
when we speak about these thoughts that have already arisen that means that the activity of
thinking, this one thought, this condition has already come into being.    And what he’s saying is
that there isn’t any need to suffer having to continue that thinking.    And these thoughts that have
not yet arisen what are those?    This is the condition where it isn’t necessary to think this or that.
And what he’s saying is that you don’t have to think this or that.

It’s a very difficult thing to recognize that the Dharma activity itself does not continue
thoughts that have already arisen, and the Dharma activity does not give rise to thoughts out of
this state of not thinking.    But if you aren’t able to see clearly into this principle, then no matter
how much time passes you will always be bound up by this activity of consciousness, this one
thought.

The position of Rinzai is that somehow or another you must see clearly into this principle
that the Dharma activity itself, these two opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, that
activity is manifesting this  ‘not continuing thoughts that have already arisen,  and not letting
thoughts which have not yet arisen be aroused.’    

As I said yesterday, this condition of the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata working
together is what we call ‘muni’ or ‘silent holiness,’ and of course this activity doesn’t continue
thoughts that have arisen, and of course it does not make new thoughts out of those thoughts
which have not yet been aroused.    This activity of ‘muni,’ this word ’muni’ coming from the
“Shakyamuni” of the historical Buddha who was born into the Shakya tribe in India, this activity
is acting completely without will. And we also call this activity Tathagata.    

And when we analyze this activity of muni we get tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    And as I
always say, these two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting residing in one home.
And because they are acting, moving in this one place, inevitably a place of meeting will appear.
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And also inevitably this place of meeting will be broken through and the tatha-gata activity will
win for itself the experience of the tatha-agata activity’s world.    And conversely tatha-agata will
completely experience for itself the home of tatha-gata.

And as I always say when tatha-gata arrives at the very source of tatha-agata then it rests.
And in the same way tatha-agata arriving at the source of tatha-gata takes a rest.     What I’m
telling you is to carefully contemplate this condition.    What I’m saying is to contemplate it, in
Japanese we have the word kanbo 観法 which means to see the dharma, to do this activity of
kanbo.    But Japanese Zen these days has forgotten how, or the importance of, doing this activity
of kanbo, to contemplate the dharma, and we have to say that it is in a deteriorated condition.
But even here there are alot of people who come, and they practice for five or six years, and then
they say “Oh, I know what Roshi is talking about,” and they stop ding zazen.    There’s alot of
people like that.    And because they stop doing this kanbo activity, then their personal develop-
ment comes to a halt. 

Tatha-gata  has arrives  at  the source of tatha-agata,  and tatha-agata  has  arrived at  the
source of tatha-gata, and I said they rest.    But having said that they rest, can they stop at this
place of resting?    Both activities, tatha-gata and tatha-agata have one won completely for them-
selves, have embodied the entire whole, the entire body.    In this condition tatha-gata has arrived
at tatha-agata’s, and tatha-agata at tatha-gata’s source, they are not at their own original source.
And following the law of the activity of the Dharma, inevitably tatha-gata will return to its own
source, and tatha-agata as well will return to her own source.    

In the case of tatha-gata he is now standing up at the source of tatha-agata, but in order to
return to his own origin he cannot do the activity of tatha-gata, he must instead follow the activ-
ity, take on the activity of tatha-agata.    And in the same way tatha-agata, the thus coming activ-
ity is standing at the source of tatha-gata.    And in the same way tatha-agata must do the activity
of obeying, freely following the activity of tatha-gata in order to return to her source.    

Tatha-gata  can be associated with the plus activity or the masculine activity,  and
tatha-agata is the minus activity or the activity of woman, and in this case the male activity must
do the activity of female, and the female activity, in order to return home to her home town, she
must do the activity of male.    In Nyorai Zen we use these words to teach, and we say tatha-gata
is always tatha-gata, sometimes tatha-gata is not tatha-gata, and tatha-agata is not always tatha-
agata, sometimes she isn’t tatha-agata.    

What I’m saying is that if you are attached as a human being to being either a man or a
woman, then you will never be able to experience the complete human standpoint.    

In this state where tatha-gata and tatha-agata have burst through the point and experi-
enced the whole for themselves, we use this word in Japanese “taitoku 逮得 “ for experience.
There’s a more modern term “keiken 経験 “ which came from the west, which also means ex-
perience, but in Zen we use taitoku.    Taitoku means to grasp for oneself.    This keiken which is
translated usually as experience just came from the west, was introduced by the west.      This
keiken word for experience is a word that was used by philosophers in Japan.    And even now in
Japan there are few, if any teachers of Zen in Japan who still use the taitoku expression.    They
all have started to use keiken instead.    But, either word that you use has its own flavor, its own
taste.    They are both fine words and so you can actually use either one that you like.    But I just
wanted you to know that in old Zen we didn’t use this word experience, keiken, we used taitoku,
which means to win, to grasp, to obtain for oneself.    

The activity in which both tatha-gata and tatha-agata are experiencing, are embodying the
entire whole is the activity of zero.    Neither tatha-gata nor tatha-agata are asserting their own in-
dividual activity at this point.    And as I always say, in Nyorai Zen we call this manifestation of
the activity of zero, the manifestation of true love.    So we must learn to distinguish between
these two different kinds of love; the incomplete love, and the complete, true love.    What you
need to remember here is that the activity of zero is the activity of true love.    The activity of
complete love is zero.
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But this manifestation of the activity of zero also has a limit.    The plus activity arrives at
the source of minus, and the minus activity arrives at the source of plus, and this is the limit of
the activity of zero.    In the old days this is how we explained it.    I don’t know how Zen Roshis,
young Zen Roshis now would explain this, but that’s how we used to explain it.    

What you need to contemplate, what you need to kanbo here is that this meeting in-
evitably takes place, the meeting inevitably is broken through, and after the breaking through of
this meeting the zero activity acts until it too reaches its limit.    The place of meeting is broken
through, the zero activity is manifest, and then the zero activity reaches its limit.    At this point
where the zero activity reaches its limit then minus is at the origin of plus, as minus, and plus is
at the origin of minus.    And as I said before, this is when the minus activity takes on the activity
of plus, and the plus activity follows the activity of minus, and they both return to their own
place of birth.

And of course, during this trip home, plus and minus will again meet.    And again this
place of meeting is burst through and after this breaking through occurs the zero activity is mani-
fest, and plus and minus eventually arrive back at their original source.    The true manifestation
of zero occurs after plus and minus have met twice, and broken through this point of meeting
twice, and ended up back at their original source.    This is the manifestation of true love.    What
I’m saying is that in your zazen you need to carefully contemplate this.    

Because tatha-gata and tatha-agata, because the activity of Dharma is acting completely
without will in this instance, we call this the activity of muni, or silent holiness.    The position of
Nyorai Zen, what we are told in this tradition is that the historical Buddha who was born into the
Shakya clan, was the first one to experience this condition of muni, or silent holiness.    

This condition is the condition of complete will-lessness.    This condition of muni is the
condition where muni has become pregnant with everything.    In the human world we have these
words called “Life, and death, and getting pregnant,”    and they all are very important.    This
condition of the Dharma becoming pregnant, of the Dharma manifesting the body of dharma is,
in Japanese hoshin 法身, the dharmakaya, the body of dharma.    If you don’t understand that the
dharmakaya will inevitably manifest this condition of pregnancy, then you can’t be said to really
understand what the dharmakaya is.    The dharmakaya is doing the activity of pregnant.    

This condition, this activity of being pregnant is the condition, the activity of zero.    This
condition of manifesting the complete zero, and then opposing one another in a state of meeting,
and then breaking through this state of meeting, and returning to each other’s source, this cycling
back and forth of this activity is pregnant.    I think even in Japan there aren’t any Zen Roshis
who can speak this way anymore.    The reason why I’m speaking about it is because I feel I’m
on the verge of dying and want to say it before I go.

We can say that the zero activity has done one full cycling when the tatha-gata and tatha-
agata, the plus and the minus, we can also call them the activities of expanding and contracting,
when they, from the complete condition begin to move, and then they meet mid-way, then they
break through this meeting and arrive at each other’s source, then pick up the opposite activity’s
function, and return to their own source, meeting half way and breaking through that meeting.
That is one cycle.

And as I always say, during this repeating over and over again of these cycles of this ac-
tivity a unique kind of function arises called jonetsu 情熱 in Japanese.    “Passion,” the jo is feel-
ing and netsu is heat.    Better than passion it’s probably best to say in English, feeling, the activ-
ity of feeling.    Maybe not feeling.    Whether it’s two dogs or two people, if you have a man and
a woman together, then there’s this coming up of feeling.    That’s what I’m trying to get at.

So, this sort of activity, this incomplete activity is what arises here.    We can also give an
example of two pieces of wood rubbing together, then, from this rubbing together, some feeling,
some something comes up.      

And as I always explain, when this jo, this feeling comes up, it’s as if smoke is given out,
and then fire comes up, and with this emergence of the smoke and the fire tatha-gata and tatha-
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agata manifest a different condition, a condition where they are completely divided, completely
separate.

As tatha-gata and tatha-agata and have been separated, between them appears this feeling,
this activity called jo or jonetsu which is an incomplete activity of heart, an incomplete activity
of mind. 

Although some of you have heard this talk many many times, there are others of you who
are here for the first time, and so I bet you haven’t heard...more than half of this talk is probably
absolutely new to you, and that’s why I’m going into it.

This incomplete activity of mind, this feeling that has arisen in-between tatha-gata and
tatha-agata is not the total cosmos.    It isn’t absolute space.    We have another word for it which
means space, incomplete space.    Absolute space, this great cosmos, nobody can see this.    The
incomplete cosmos, the incomplete manifestation of absolute space is what people can see.    This
thing which is appearing as incomplete cosmos, incomplete absolute space, is kukan 空間 in Ja-
panese, which is incomplete space.    This is the material world, the substantive world.    In Bud-
dhism we have this word shiki, form.    This is what we mean by form.    

The complete, perfect condition, nobody can see.    It’s only the imperfect, incomplete
condition, this condition of matter, or form, or rupa is Sanskrit, that people can see.    And what
about this world which we cannot see?    We can call it, if we want to use this kind of terminol -
ogy, we can call it the spiritual world.    And in opposition, in contradistinction to this spiritual
world is the incomplete world, the world of matter, the world of substance.    Buddhism says,
don’t  just  speak unconditionally,  unquestioningly about the world of matter and the spiritual
world.    In general people use these terms, the spiritual world, or the material world, but they
don’t have any idea what they are talking about, and Tathagata Zen doesn’t allow that.    I think
that you should understand now what is meant by the material world, and what is meant by the
spiritual world.    What is meant by the form and formless worlds.    

Muni, silent holiness, is the manifestation of the spiritual world.    Nobody can see this
world.    Shakyamuni also didn’t see this world.    What he did was experience this world, the ac-
tivity of this world.    Rinzai is picking up this experience of the historical Buddha and saying,
“Don’t let thoughts which have arisen continue, and don’t let those which have not yet arisen be
aroused.”    And Rinzai is saying that if you are able to manifest this condition, then that’s better
than ten, twenty years of practice.    But if you get caught up by these words of Rinzai, and try to
tarry in this condition, then that is no longer real Zen.

Rinzai is speaking to some real practitioners here, and I wonder if some of them are go-
ing to turn to him and say, “Don’t say stupid things Rinzai!”    Everybody has to do practice in a
way so that you can look at Rinzai and say, “don’t talk stupid stuff!”    

Whether it’s the bible or sutras, if you fixate those and get caught up by those words, then
that’s what gets you into trouble, that’s what makes impossible for you to open up your eyes to
the truth.

Then next he says, “From my point of view there isn’t that much to do.”    When it is
translated in English “my point of view,” in the original it says, “this mountain monk,” and this
term ‘mountain monk’ is a humbling term.    He’s saying “I’m just some guy whose come off of
the mountain.”    It’s just like saying, in an extreme way perhaps, I’m just some bald blind old
fool.    

But we don’t really have time today to get into this next part of the text.    What I want
you to do is carefully contemplate what I talked about today; this principle of how the human
world is born.    All existent things which have been born are not complete, not perfect.    They
are all incomplete.    If you were totally complete there would be no need to eat, no need to go to
the bathroom either.    If you can’t really grasp what this is to be incomplete, then you wont be
able to understand what Rinzai is getting at either.    

The reason you are appearing here as this incomplete self is because you do not have
tatha-gata and tatha-agata completely as your content.    That’s the position of Tathagata Zen.    As
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I always say tatha-gata is the activity of expanding, the activity of living, and tatha-agata is the
activity of contracting, the activity of dying.    

A thing, a person who is manifesting muni, who is manifesting tathagata , that person will
be manifesting completely the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, of life and death, of plus
and minus.    For many of you you probably have never heard a talk quite like this before.    

The condition of appearing as this material human being is the condition of having life
and death, living and dying, incompletely as you content.    It’s no small task, it’s not something
that you can just get in a jiffy, this making life and death completely your content, making the to-
tal tatha-gata and tatha-agata activity your content.    It’s a thought which cannot be embraced by
thought.

From now on please listen carefully to the rest of these talks.    They all will be from both
the standpoint of making living and dying completely your content, and making living and dying
incompletely your content.    Hai..thank you.       　
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